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Introduction.

Welcome to the latest release of Alfa Systems. 

We’re committed to helping our clients achieve 
as much as they can, as painlessly as possible. 
This is because we know they don’t want to 
worry about systems - they want to get on 
with doing business, and staying competitive 
in the market. Each time a customer takes 
Alfa Systems for the first time or upgrades to 
a later version, they are taking on a wealth of 
functionality and technical capability that helps 
them run their business better, build a more 
robust operation, save a lot of valuable time, 
and focus their expertise elsewhere.  
Our platform gives them the power and 
flexibility not just to respond to changing 
business needs, but get ahead of them too.

Our dedication to continuous improvement 
is underpinned by a pursuit of innovation 
that runs throughout the company. Many of 
the features in the release come directly as a 
result of market or customer needs, but plenty 
have come about as a result of opportunities 
identified by our own developers and architects 
to keep improving how the cloud-native 
Alfa Systems delivers to your needs, how it 
communicates with other systems, and how  
we can improve the day-to-day lives of our  
many users.

Below you’ll find information about new 
enhancements in key areas of the product, 
with new offerings in the user experience, 
charges and billing, and configuration among 
the highlights. Meanwhile, changes to existing 
functionality include wholesale, integration  
and our highly valued reporting solution.

Please get in touch if you’d like to learn more.

Andrew
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Do more, faster with Alfa Systems’ ever-improving 
user experience:

Reimagined Sidebar for Workflow Users

Redesigned based on extensive research with real-world, 
day-to-day users, Alfa Systems’ latest UX changes deliver 
a transformed sidebar, header and floating action button, 
including:

The Alfa Systems 
User Experience.

Clear separation of workflow actions and subject

Smarter use of space; improved legibility and 
accessibility

Context-aware keyboard shortcut button; clear button 
hierarchy

Collapsible sidebar and rationalised, decluttered user 
menu

Other UX Changes

Simplified, streamlined authorisation approach

Various further improvements to the UI and UX

Overhauled dashboard for better user experience
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Advanced Configuration 
Management.

Discover further simplicity and control in Alfa Systems’ 
latest configuration tools.

Fast Configuration Transfer

Support continuous improvement activities, promoting 
new configuration from development to production:

Dedicated configuration export groups

Lock down specific parameters to named groups, such 
as users, companies, or third party type

Parameter Segregation 

Take control of who can select configured parameters 
within your organisation:

Quickly transfer a subset of Alfa Systems 
configuration, such as special offer pricing, without 
the need to re-key information

Import and export, manually or via the API, 
supporting automated configuration promotion and 
deployment activities

Manage parameters for multiple operating 
jurisdictions in a single Alfa Systems instance

Add and remove via reschedules

Asset-Level 
Financials.

Unlock asset-level granularity for multi-asset 
deals and accurate asset-based termination 
processing:

Full reporting available

Enhanced support for asset-based 
termination, including accurate rebate and 
clawback calculations of terminated portions 
of charges

Third Party
Billing.
Enhance your Accounts Receivable 
department’s invoicing with new Third Party 
Billing capabilities:

Create customer-level billing contracts

Use cases include recurring flat fees, such as 
monthly floorplan fees, and on-request fees, 
such as audit or legal fees

Raise billing address-level invoices on 
request, without the need to associate them 
with a finance schedule
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Credit 
Decisioning.
Onboard customers faster with Alfa Systems’ 
brand new Credit Decisioning features:

Proposal snapshots, used as the basis for 
credit decisioning and underwriting

Easily view credit decision  history and 
comparisons of proposal snapshots

Configure business rules to determine 
whether post-credit approval changes are 
significant and require user review or 
re-approval

Read more about credit decisioning in 
Alfa Systems

Coming soon

New credit decision engine with credit 
decision editor

Further integration with credit reference 
agencies and other data providers

Caching and separated authentication 
handling

Wholesale 
Floorplan.
Make use of enhanced tools for wholesale 
customers:

Support for funding requests

Bulk curtailment management and 
extended curtailment configuration

Use of curtailment periods to generate zero 
capital rental profiles

Improvements to continuous adjustment 
daily actual balance calculations

Read more about wholesale floorplan in 
Alfa Systems
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Further Business 
Process Automation.
Exploit configurable, systematic processing to 
allow your users to focus on your customers:

Automated miscellaneous user-defined data 
and reschedule quote creation via rules-
driven workflow

Read more about Business Process 
Automation in Alfa Systems

Error logging and handling

Business rules-based controls and defaulting

Read more about the Alfa Systems 
extensible platform

Integration.
Integrate seamlessly with leading-edge systems:

Integration with anti-money laundering 
service LexisNexis Bridger Insight XG

Automated asset checks for new business

New asset collateral interface with Personal 
Property Securities Register for the 
Australian market
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HTTP endpoints, allowing the pushing of 
messages directly to an integration layer 
without the need for messaging middleware 
such as Apache ActiveMQ or Amazon SQS

Messaging 
Framework.

Expand your integration options through 
additional messaging routes alongside JMS, 
including:

Amazon SQS for managed, cloud-native 
asynchronous messaging

Usage 
Charging.

Read more about wide-raging product 
support in Alfa Systems

Usage-based product support enhancements 
include:

A usage tolerance which must be exceeded 
before charges or rebates are applied

The total maximum usage amount that can 
be rebated  

Operational 
Data Store.

Read more about business intelligence in 
Alfa Systems

Enhancements to Alfa Systems’ easy-access, 
real-time data repository (ODS) include:

Single-day snapshots, offering a simpler 
alternative to end-of-day positions for 
financial reporting, allowing scalability in 
high-volume environments

Increased resilience, performance, scalability 
and supportability

Improvements to ODS table configuration

Controlled user access to the ODS
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Improved multicurrency support

Other Functional 
Features.

New reschedule wizard: Change Payment Frequency

Versatility in direct debits

Greater flexibility around charge timing and 
calculation methods

Faster system upgrades with new 
mechanism for performance-improving 
database upgrades

Other Technical 
Features.

Java 17 Runtime support

AWS Aurora Serverless v2 demonstrating 
our cloud-native platform, delivering faster 
processing and better scalability

Event notifications sent as JSON and to 
HTTP endpoints

Modularisation delivering simplification of 
our codebase for faster development and 
lower maintenance costs
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Talk to us.
If you are thinking about:

Transforming your operations

Consolidating or integrating  your 
existing systems, or 

Delivering a truly digital solution to 
your customers

...then contact sales@alfasystems.com 
to find out how Alfa can help.


